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DISCLAIMER 
Hedgeye Risk Management is a registered investment advisor, registered with the State of Connecticut.  Hedgeye Risk 
Management is not a broker dealer and does not provide investment advice to individuals. This research does not constitute an 
offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. This research is presented without regard to individual investment 
preferences or risk parameters; it is general information and does not constitute specific investment advice.  This presentation is 
based on information from sources believed to be reliable. Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for errors, inaccuracies or 
omissions of information.  The opinions and conclusions contained in this report are those of Hedgeye Risk Management, and are 
intended solely for the use of Hedgeye Risk Management’s clients and subscribers.  In reaching these opinions and conclusions, 
Hedgeye Risk Management and its employees have relied upon research conducted by Hedgeye Risk Management’s employees, 
which is based upon sources considered credible and reliable within the industry.  Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible 
for the validity or authenticity of the information upon which it has relied.  
 
TERMS OF USE 
This report is intended solely for the use of its recipient.  Re-distribution or republication of this report and its contents are 
prohibited.  For more detail please refer to the appropriate sections of the Hedgeye Services Agreement and the Terms of Use at 
www.hedgeye.com 

LEGAL 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT: 

SALES@HEDGEYE.COM 
(203) 562-6500 



TWTR SHORT THESIS 
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1. Business Model: TWTR runs CPC ad model, which 
requires user interaction with ads to generate 
revenue (excluding auto-play). 
 

2. Analysis: We suspect surging ad load has been 
driving monetization, but pushing MAUs away, 
putting mgmt in a box vs. street expectations. 
 

3. Outlook: Cumulative churn becoming a longer-term 
concern.  Auto-play = double-edged sword, driving 
engagements at the expense of CPE and/or MAUs. 
 

4. Setup: Expecting light 2016 guidance on consensus 
ad revenue estimates that imply surging ARPU given 
stagnant US MAU growth, if not declining. 
 

5. Duration: 2016 guidance or later (mgmt?). 

 

 

 

 

TWTR: SHORT THESIS SUMMARY 

Outside of the CEO swap, we don’t know if TWTR has answer to life after the 2Q13 Supply Shock.  The bigger 
question is how the new C-suite will approach street expectations moving forward (chase or rebase). 

NOT MUCH HAS CHANGED 
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TWTR: KEY POINTS (SHORT) 

PICK YOUR POISON 
We suspect there is a perverse relationship between TWTR’s revenue and MAU growth, with 
surging ad load driving revenue growth, yet pushing the user away at the same time.  If TWTR 
experiences weakness on either front, the street will punish the stock for it. 
 

AUTO-PLAY: HEADWIND > TAILWIND? 
Auto play is comparable to surging ad load since it’s a more intrusive ad format that is tougher to 
avoid.  Further, auto-play could backfire if it doesn’t drive enough ad engagement to offset the 
CPE hit, especially given stagnant MAU growth, which auto-play itself could exasperate. 

CROSSROADS 
TWTR’s attempts to chase consensus estimates with ad load have led to a concerning level of 
user churn that will cap its long-term upside.  TWTR’s sandbagged 4Q guide suggests that mgmt 
realizes it had been shooting itself in the foot; we suspect it will do the guide light for 2016. 

1 
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TWTR’S GROWTH DRIVERS 

Monetization had been a surging growth driver for TWTR, the majority of revenue coming from mobile. The 
issue is how TWTR monetizes the platform. 

MOBILE MONETIZATION HAS BEEN DRIVING THE MODEL 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS 

Note: TWTR stopped disclosing timeline views after 4Q14 
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AD LOAD IS DRIVING MONETIZATION  

TWTR’s ad engagements are inversely correlated with CPE (-.87); suggesting ad load has been the main lever 
of ad engagements (what we call the 2Q13 Supply Shock).  TWTR’s S-1 essentially confirms this point.   

AND THERE IS ONLY SO MUCH THAT CAN INCREASE 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS 

TWTR S-1/A MD&A (11/4/2013): The decreases in cost 
per ad engagement over these periods [3Q12-3Q13] 
were primarily due to an increase in supply of 
advertising inventory available in our auctions, which 
was partially offset by increased demand for our 
Promoted Products. Supply of advertising inventory 
increased as we expanded the distribution of our 
Promoted Products to our mobile applications and 
additional markets outside of the United States in 2012. 
The increase in advertising inventory provided us with 
additional opportunities to place ads on our platform 
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MONETIZATION STRATEGY IS FAILING 

TWTR needs to increase ad load at a disproportionately higher rate to receive the same level of engagements 
for the above reasons; it’s also why TWTR historically disappoints on either revenue or MAU expectations. 

USERS HAD BEEN FADING RISING AD LOAD, IF NOT LEAVING ALTOGETHER 
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FROM CHALLENGING TO STRUCTURAL 

TWTR NEEDS TO DECIDE WHAT MATTERS MORE (SHORT- OR LONG-TERM) 

TWTR’s attempts to chase consensus expectations have devolved into level of cumulative churn that will cap it 
long-term revenues. TWTR can only increase ad load so much on a relatively disengaged user base (DAU < 50%). 
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AUTO-PLAY: DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD 

Auto-play has a lower engagement threshold (basically CPM), meaning it will likely grow as a percentage of ad 
mix, but the larger that grows, the greater the deceleration in CPE as ad mix shifts in that direction. 

AUTO-PLAY EXACERBATES INVERSE ENGAGEMENTS/CPE RELATIONSHIP 

Note: The q/q decline in CPE suggests almost half of its ad 
load shifted toward auto-play, despite being launched mid-
way through 3Q15 (flat q/q ad load according to mgmt) 
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AUTO-PLAY: DOUBLE-EDGED SWORD 

TWTR’s engagement must come off a user base that isn’t really growing, meaning TWTR will need to stuff the 
feed to drive accelerating per-user engagement growth, which could exacerbate its MAU issues further. 

AUTO-PLAY COULD BACKFIRE ON REVENUE AND/OR USER GROWTH 

Note: The point of the analysis above is not to detail a range of 
probably outcomes, but to show how sensitive the model is to price.  
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Summary:  The only thing that makes us uneasy at this point is that sentiment is all but bombed out.  Street estimates for 2016 have 
come in (2016 ad revenue estimates have declined ~15%) but still remain lofty, especially with the unknown around auto-play.  But 
more importantly, TWTR’s model has devolved to the point where we now have longer terms concerns regarding revenue growth.  
That said, if TWTR continues pandering to the street, it will only get worse, and we could see down US MAUs y/y.  If the 4Q15 guide 
is any indication, we suspect mgmt will guide light for 2016 to buy itself some breathing room and potentially stem attrition 

 

What We’re Keying In On: CPE and Ad Engagements/MAU.  The dynamic b/w the two will tell us if Auto-play is more of a tailwind 
than headwind, and how much they’re committing to it 

 

Risk to Thesis: bombed-out sentiment (down over -30% YTD) could see a relief rally on less than terrible results/guide 

 

Timeline 

• 4Q15: Expecting light 2016 guide given lofty ad revenue estimates and potentially newfound mgmt conservatism. 

• 1Q16: We’ve likely covered unless mgmt guided inline for 2016 

• 2Q16: Too early too tell 

TWTR: TRACKING THE SHORT 

Ultimately the question is whether the new c-suite will continue risking long-term damage (churn) to its model by 
chasing street expectations with excessive ad load. 

STAYING SHORT UNTIL MANAGEMENT CORRALS CONSENSUS 



YELP SHORT THESIS 
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1. Business Model: Primarily selling ad packages to 
local businesses.  YELP must hire enough new sales 
reps to drive new account growth in excess of its 
rampant attrition (the majority of its customers). 
 

2. Analysis: YELP’s Business Model is only sustainable 
if its TAM is large enough to support it (it’s not).  
Worse, salesforce productivity/growth now an issue. 
 

3. Outlook: Attrition will exert a greater impact on its 
model moving forward.  Deteriorating macro 
environment could exacerbate its issues. 
 

4. Setup: Consensus still asking for too much in 2016, 
but not sure when mgmt owns up to that. 
 

5. Duration: Not sure 

 

 

 

 

YELP: SHORT THESIS SUMMARY 

YELP’s attrition risk will always grow with its account base.  The burden of new account growth will become 
more challenging against a limited TAM, and if macro is indeed turning, it could get much uglier. 

RAMPANT ATTRITION + LIMITED TAM = DEATH OF A BUSINESS MODEL 
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YELP: KEY POINTS (SHORT) 

TAM CAN’T SUPPORT ITS ATTRITION 
We estimate that YELP is losing the overwhelming majority of its local advertising customers on 
an annual basis. YELP’s ability to offset that churn will be hampered by TAM that is a fraction of 
its stated estimates, which limit its long term viability 

MODEL IS ALREADY BREAKING DOWN 
We’re already seeing concerning signs; most notably in its also its lingering inability to drive new 
account growth in excess of the rate that it’s hiring sales reps.  Ultimately that means the model 
is unraveling, and it will be that much tougher to offset churn moving forward. 

MACRO MAY BECOME A GROWING ISSUE 
Remember that YELP caters the small companies that lack economies of scale and are largely 
hostage to their local economics.  If we are moving into a recession as our Macro team suggests, 
local advertising expenditures will become a lot more discretionary, and a much tougher sell 

1 
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3Q15 EXAMPLE (Local Advertising) 
 

1. 2Q15: YELP had 97K customers 
 

2. 3Q15: YELP had 104K customers 
 

3. 3Q15 Customer Repeat Rate was 77% 

– 3Q15 Repeating Customers: 80K (104K x 77%) 

– 3Q15 New Customers: 24K (104K x 23%) 
 

4. YELP had 97K customers in 2Q15, but only 80K 
repeating customers in 3Q15, so it lost ~17K 
customers (80K-97K) , or 17.4% of its customers 
from 2Q15. 

ATTRITION EXAMPLE 

Any time YELP’s Repeating Customers (calculated using its stated Repeat Rate) are less than its Local 
Advertising Accounts (LAAs) from the prior quarter, it lost customers. 

THE CUSTOMER REPEAT RATE IS A MEASURE OF MIX, NOT RETENTION 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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ATTRITION IS A RECURRING THEME 

YELP stopped reporting its Active Local Business Accounts in favor of a new metric called Local Business 
Accounts.  Management broke our time series, but essentially conceded that attrition is coming from its core. 

THE MAJORITY OF WHICH COMES FROM ITS CORE LOCAL ADVERTISING 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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ANNUAL ATTRITION IS ABSURD 

Since most of YELP’s contracts are on annual terms, it is losing the majority of its customers annually, while its 
ending customer base is comprised almost entirely of new accounts signed during the course of the year. 

YELP LOSING ALMOST ALL ITS CUSTOMERS ANNUALLY 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS, HEDGEYE  

Lost/Starting Customers: 85% 
New/Ending Customers: 88% 

Lost/Starting Customers: 90% 
New/Ending Customers: 95% 
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Criteria for Advertising with YELP 

1. Affordability: Minimum cost $3,600 annually 

2. Retail: vs. B2B 
 

Composition of US Market (27M Total Businesses) 

1. Affordability: 75% earn < $100K in annual revenue 

2. Retail: 47% are primarily B2B companies 

 

 

YELP’S ADDRESSABLE US MARKET… 

YELP’s audience is primarily retail (our survey suggests 70% use exclusively for restaurants); B2B companies 
aren’t likely to advertise. Most earn less than 100K, so YELP’s smallest ad program would be prohibitive. 

NOT ALL BUSINESSES ARE APPLICABLE 

DATA SOURCE: CENSUS,  COMPANY REPORTS (27 TAM ESTIMATE FROM YELP MAY 2012 INVESTOR CONFERENCE PRESENTATION) 

YELP Estimate for  
US Local Business 

Opportunity  
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TAM MUCH SMALLER THAN IMPLIED 

We pulled the Census data where YELP is getting its TAM estimate, and we filtered it by companies with more 
than 100K in revenue and those that cater to YELP’s audience.  3.4 million is still ambitious. 

27 MILLION…OR A SUSPECT 3 MILLION? 

DATA SOURCE: CENSUS.GOV 

? 
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YP’S TAM IS A PIPE DREAM 

YELP has implied that YP’s account base is the low-hanging fruit.  Yet, the breadth of YELP’s offering is far 
more limited, and often more expensive; meaning their TAMs aren’t remotely comparable. 

FEWER PRODUCTS – B2B EXPOSURE + HIGHER PRICE = SMALLER TAM 

DATA SOURCE: YELP FILINGS, COMPANY WEBSITES 

YELP 

YP.com DXM 
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THE DEATH OF A BUSINESS MODEL 

YELP’s attrition issues have gone unnoticed because its aggressive salesforce increases have driven enough 
new account growth to compensate.  That story is over, which means the model is broken… 

SALESFORCE OUTGROWING THEIR PRODUCTIVITY 
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NOT OUT OF THE WOODS YET 

Consensus still refuses to acknowledge YELP’s attrition issues, so doesn’t get what’s required to achieve their 
estimates.  If we are moving into a recession, local will likely get hit hardest, especially ad spend.   

2016 STILL LOFTY, ESPECIALLY IF MACRO IS TURNING 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 

Note: In order to hit 2016 Local Advertising Estimates, 
YELP can’t have afford any decay in its new account 
growth rate while achieving historically low attrition 
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SO WHAT ARE YOU UP TO THIS TIME? 

EXPECT MORE SMOKE AND MIRRORS, GUIDANCE COULD GO EITHER WAY 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS, HEDGEYE ESTIMATES 

 

DODGING LOCAL BULLETS 
• 1Q14: Reclassified SeatMe reservation service into Local Advertising 

• 2Q14: Stopped disclosing the number of SeatMe accounts 

• 3Q14: Announced account metric reclassification for 2015. Disclosed shorter Repeat Rate time series  

• 4Q14: Guided inline for 2015, then acquired Eat24 a week after the release 

• 1Q15: Missed 1Q Revenue Guidance, but maintained 2015.  Shortly after, news broke it was shopping itself 

• 2Q15: Slashed 2015 guidance, attributed 1/3 of cut to Display segment, which it suddenly decided to shutter by 2016 

• 3Q15: Beat estimate on accelerating Display Revenue, refused to provide update to 2H15 Display guidance 

• 4Q15? Display Ads being replaced by Google AdSense.  Assuming that gets lumped into Local Advertising 

Logic would suggest that mgmt should guide light, but their history suggests they’ll do whatever the can to 
disguise its core issues.  Maybe they learned from its mistakes last year, but you never know with these guys. 
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Setup: YELP’s model is breaking down, and the story took a major turn for the worse when YELP couldn’t even grow its salesforce 
to plan through 1H15.  2016 estimates remain a stretch, especially if the macro is indeed turning.  Question is when mgmt will own 
up to it and/or what cards it has up it’s sleeve for 2016.  We’re not sure if mgmt is going to guide light, but if not, we’ll stay short until 
it cuts.   

 

What We’re Keying In On: Salesforce Growth Target.  Consensus is looking for 32% Local Ad revenue growth in 2016, so anything 
short of 30% growth means it can’t hit estimates.  We’re assuming it will be higher, but that might be a red flag for the street if below 
revenue growth guidance. 

 

Risks to Thesis: Mgmt smokescreens, bombed out sentiment 

 

Timeline  

• 4Q15: Not sure how mgmt approaches guidance, even with bombed out sentiment, likely needs a big guide to move stock 

• 1Q16: Depends on guidance, but if macro environment is deteriorating, we’re likely to stick with the short 

• 2Q16: Too early to tell 

YELP: TRACKING THE SHORT 

The stock has been tattooed and consensus estimates have come down considerably.  There is a chance we 
may intermittently cover depending on estimates, but YELP remains a secular short till it revamps its model.   

SECULAR SHORT, BUT WE MAY TRADE AROUND CONSENSUS 



LNKD SHORT BENCH 
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1. Business Model:  Product portfolio is primarily varying 
levels of paywalls to its member profiles; Virtual moat 
provides premium pricing/high margins.  
 

2. Analysis: ARPA is key, driven by the selling 
environment, which is tied to macro.  TS TAM 
fluctuates with economic cycle  
 

3. Outlook: Our ARPA tracker decelerating more than 
seasonality alone would suggest, could be beginning 
of deteriorating selling environment 
 

4. Setup: Expecting light 2016 guidance, but likely not 
alone, and not a guarantee to drive stock lower. 
 

5. Timing: print, we may not have another short 
opportunity until we avoid the  2H16 

LNKD: SHORT BENCH SUMMARY 

ARPA is key, and that is largely driven the selling environment, which is tethered to macro.  The turn in our 
tracker could be the beginning of a very challenging trend. 

WHAT GOT US BULLISH IS NOW MAKING US BEARISH 
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LNKD: KEY POINTS (SHORT BENCH) 

GREAT COMPANY 
LNKD’s value comes from its database of professional profiles, which likely can't be replicated at 
comparable scale.  That moat has led to a premium-priced product portfolio that produces the 
margins/cash flow necessary to consistently reinvest in its business/expand its TAM. 

BUT BAD MACRO? 
We see Talent Solutions as the swing factor; the bulk of that TAM is not in account volume (LCS 
customers), but in the up-sell (ARPA).  However, the up-sell opportunity is tied to the selling 
environment, which is tied macro.   

TRICKY SETUP 
Consensus was already asking for too much, even before the turn in our tracker.  Guidance is 
likely to disappoint, but that could be the expectation, and the 4Q14 release gives us pause 
about shorting this print.  We’re sitting this one out. 

1 
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PRODUCT PORTFOLIO ≈ PAYWALLS 

LNKD’s flagship product is its Recruiter product, which provides the highest level of access (search & outreach) 
to its member profiles.  LNKD also offers scaled-down products to address the lower end of the market. 

PRICING IS BASED ON VARYING LEVELS OF ACCESS TO MEMBER PROFILES 
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PRICING POWER + DEMAND = CASH 

LNKD’s Corporate Solutions Customers (LCS) pay roughly 5x it highest-priced product; suggesting a healthy 
level of demand for its product suite, and a proven opportunity to up-sell its new accounts.   

ARPA IS MULTIPLES OF PREMIUM PRODUCT, SUGGESTING SOLID DEMAND 
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TALENT SOLUTIONS: ALWAYS HIRING 

IT’S GROSS THAT MATTERS, NOT NET 

Remember that employers must replace those that quit and or retire, so gross hiring that defines the market for 
employers/recruiters.  Further, filling these positions is time sensitive and isn’t individually scalable. 

NOTES 
 

1. Hiring Needs: Employers need to fill both new 
positions, and those lost to quits and/or retirement 

 

2. Mandate: Employers aim to fill open positions 
within 1 month 

 

3. Capacity: A single recruiter/HR rep can fill 2-5 
positions per month depending on their range of 
responsibilities 

 

 

 

SOURCE: BLS 
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THE UP-SELL DEFINES ITS TAM 

This analysis refers specifically to LNKD’s flagship Recruiter product under fairly restrictive assumptions (see 
notes in table).  The Key Points above collectively tell us ARPA matters most, and macro is key… 

AND MACRO DRIVES THE SELLING ENVIRONMENT… 

KEY POINTS 
 

1. TAM Favors ARPA: The bulk of LNKD's TAM is 
not in account volume, but in up-selling those 
accounts via additional licenses (aka seats). 
 

2. Macro Drives ARPA: The selling environment 
improves as the burden to fill open positions 
intensifies (i.e. up-sell becomes easier). 
 

3. Peaking Selling Environment: Hiring rates are 
elevated, but not yet at historical peak levels. 
 

4. Penetration Cycle Dependent: Recruiter 
penetration is somewhere between 8% to 26% 
in US depending on the selling environment 
and hiring needs. 
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MACRO GOING IN WRONG DIRECTION 

The relatively tight correlation + marginal seasonality in both metrics confirms that ARPA is driven macro.  Our 
tracker suggests the selling environment is deteriorating more than seasonality alone would suggest. 

TRACKER SUGGESTS SELLING ENVIRONMENT IS DETERIORATING 

KEY POINTS 
 

1. TAM Favors ARPA: The bulk of LNKD's TAM is 
not in account volume, but in up-selling those 
accounts via additional licenses (aka seats). 
 

2. Macro Drives ARPA: The selling environment 
improves as the burden to fill open positions 
intensifies (i.e. up-sell becomes easier). 
 

3. Peaking Selling Environment: Hiring rates are 
elevated, but not yet at historical peak levels. 
 

4. Penetration Cycle Dependent: Recruiter 
penetration is somewhere between 8% to 26% 
in US depending on the selling environment 
and hiring needs. 
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TALENT SOLUTIONS = SWING FACTOR 

CONSENSUS WAS ALREADY ASKING FOR A LOT 

There is an imbedded expectation for accelerating ARPA growth in consensus TS estimates, which is less likely if 
the selling environment is deteriorating.  Upside from Sales Navigator and Sponsored Content appears baked in. 

Lynda included in 
Talent Solutions 
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Setup: Very tricky setup.  We doubt we’re alone in our expectation for soft guidance (mgmt is notoriously conservative).  The setup 
right now isn’t all that dissimilar to the 2015/1Q15 guidance release, which LNKD largely missed across the board.  However, it 
crushed 4Q14 estimates, and the stock ripped.  We believe mgmt gave itself enough breathing room on the 4Q15 guide, so it’s 
possible that the stock could pop on this print as well.  Then again, this isn’t 2015, and sentiment could already be mounting into 
print on bold 4Q14 sell-side expectations.  Feels like a coin flip, so we’re sitting this one out. 

 

What We’re Keying In On: ARPA, which is where the bulk of its Talent Solutions TAM lies, but also the driver most sensitive to 
economic fluctuations.  Our Macro team contends that the US economy is potentially moving into a recession, and our tracker is 
flagging a deteriorating selling environment, which would put LNKD’s core driver at risk. 

 

Timing:  If mgmt sandbags the 2016 guide, then we could wind up missing the short altogether. 

 

Timeline 

• 4Q15: Strong 4Q beat, light 2016 guidance.  Stock reaction is a coin flip   

• 1Q16: Could be a entry point on short side depending 2Q16 estimates into print and trajectory of our Tracker 

• 2Q16: Too early to tell 

LNKD: TIMING THE SHORT 

Really depends on how bad the 2016 guide is.  Mgmt could make a point to considerably undershoot to allow 
enough breathing room through 2016.  However, If LNKD guides somewhat inline, we’ll have a shot at this later. 

SITTING THIS PRINT OUT, BUT RISK OF MISSING IT ALTOGETHER 



P LONG BENCH 
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1. Business Model:  Advertising-focused model.  P must 
pay for every song it streams, regardless of whether it 
is serving ads on those listener hours. 
 

2. Analysis: P can’t achieve any material cash flow since 
its ad-supported revenues are highly dependent on its 
cost structure (salesforce and listener hours).   
 

3. Outlook: Ad-supported model has limited runway, and 
is now more expensive to run.  Subscription model 
may have more runway than many suspect. 
 

4. Setup: P has breathing room on revenue guidance on 
M&A revenues not accounted for in street estimates.  
EBITDA concerns already on the table. 
 

5. Timing: Mgmt needs to show us something. 

 

 

 

 

P: LONG BENCH SUMMARY 

P is running an ad-focused model, which has yet to produce any real cash flow despite operating under the 
discounted Pureplay rates.  P’s model is only sustainable if it gets its way on Web IV; that doesn’t appear likely. 

CHALLENGING BUSINESS MODEL, WHICH MAY NOT SURVIVE WEB IV 

P Advertising Revenue Drivers 
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P: KEY POINTS (LONG BENCH) 

AD-SUPPORTED MODEL HAS LIMITED RUNWAY 
P’s advertising-supported model hasn’t produced any real operating leverage to date, and is now 
more expensive to run post Web IV.  P’s efforts to increase monetization (ad load) is likely driving 
its rampant user attrition issues, which will ultimately cap the long-term potential of its model. 
 

NO HARD CATALYSTS LEFT ON SHORT SIDE 
Consensus isn’t modeling in acquired Ticketfly revenues. 2016 revenue estimates imply organic 
revenue growth of ~17%, which is ~half the rate that P has onboarded sales reps 2015 YTD.  We 
still see declining users as a real possibility, but can’t time when, or guarantee if, that will happen. 

WE HAVE NO REASON TO FADE THE SUB MODEL 
Remember that the idea that people will not pay for music basically came from P during Web IV 
arguments.  The lower Web IV sub-rate gives P more options, and it will not take much 
conversion to move the needle.  But P can’t wait around for this to happen either. 

1 
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P’S MODEL HAS NO REAL LEVERAGE 

DESPITE THE CONVENTIONAL SELL-SIDE RHETORIC 

Whatever leverage P has achieved on content acquisition costs was paid for in salesforce & marketing expenses.  
Despite consistently rising revenue, P still struggles to generate cash flow. 
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SINCE ADVERTISING LESS LUCRATIVE 

The gross margin percentages are relatively the same.  But the subscription business has a considerably higher 
ARPU, in turn, a much higher gross profit per user (GPPU).  Increasing Ad ARPU is a challenge since…  

LOWER GPPU, DESPITE ~40% LOWER ROYALTY RATES 

Gross Profit = Revenue – Content Acquisition Costs 
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AD-SUPPORTED USERS NOT CAPTIVE… 

P’s reported metrics suggest it has churned through more accounts than it has retained since 1Q11.  Although P 
has a considerable number of duplicate accounts (according to our user survey), it can’t explain its churn. 

REPORTED METRICS TELL A DAUNTING STORY 

METRIC NOTES 
 
1. P switched its method for reporting registered users in 

2Q11 (from an actual # to “#+” format). 
 

2. We can’t explicitly calculate its quarterly attrition rate 
after 1Q11, but we estimate it has averaged in the mid-
to-high teens as percentage of its active users, or 
roughly 10.5M per quarter. 
 

3. We can calculate its cumulative attrition, which is at 
least 71% between 1Q11 and 3Q15 (~114M inactive out of 
160M registered).   
 

4. But note that P hasn’t updated its Registered Users 
count (+250M) since 1Q14, so the 160M gain in 
registered accounts is likely understated, so attrition is 
probably much higher. 
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ESPECIALLY WHEN P RAMPS AD LOAD 

We believe P’s ad load is driving its churn.  For context, the last time P considerably increased ad load, it led to 
the sharpest deceleration in Active Listener growth in its reported history.   

MONETIZATION AND RETENTION ARE WORKING AGAINST EACH OTHER 
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BUT OUT OF SHORT CATALYSTS 

17% isn’t all that much considering it has onboarded sales reps at almost 2x that rate in 2015 YTD (29%).  
EBITDA could miss, but largely expected. We still expect users to decline, but we can’t time when that happens. 

P HAS ENOUGH BREATHING ROOM ON REVENUES TO GUIDE HIGH 
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POST WEB IV WORLD 

Meaning even more of the P’s margin profile has now been shifted toward the sub product, which gives P a lot 
more options with its subscription product (tiering, promotions, etc.) 

AD-SUPPORTED MODEL NOW MORE EXPENSIVE, SUB NOW CHEAPER 
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THERE IS A SUB MARKET 

Granted, roughly 2/3 basically won’t pay anything.  But the ARPU differential allows for a huge opportunity to 
drive revenue growth with tiered plans, and sub product has enough margin to give to do so profitability. 

NOT SO MUCH IN VOLUME, BUT THE OPPORTUNITY IS MORE IN ARPU ANYWAY 
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WON’T TAKE MUCH TO MOVE NEEDLE 

Granted, roughly 2/3 basically won’t pay anything.  But the ARPU differential allows for a huge opportunity to 
drive revenue growth with tiered plans, and sub product has enough margin to give to do so profitability. 

A LOT OF REVENUE FROM RELATIVELY LOW CONVERSION + PRICE 

Note: This analysis is for illustrative purposes 
only since it assumes only one plan price for 
everyone, which we are not advocating.  A 
tiered sub model would be more appropriate 
since it would be less disruptive and likely more 
lucrative.   
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Setup: Basically dead money or a call option depending on mgmt.  Dead money as in the stock isn’t going anywhere if mgmt 
doesn’t show us something other than its passive reactionary approach to running its model.  Call option in potentially accelerating 
revenue growth off of limited sub conversions, especially if P starts signing direct licenses.  But in short, we’re not doing anything 
until mgmt shows us something, specifically a clear push into the subscription market. 

 

What We’re Keying In On: Mgmt. Any commentary around where they are steering the business in a post Web IV world, and any 
updates on the progress of negotiation/expected timing of direct licensing. 

 

Timing:  On the sidelines until we see mgmt make a push in the subscription market, or sign direct license agreements. 

 

Timeline 

• 4Q15: Expect 2016 revenues guide edge above consensus on Ticketfly, EBITDA could disappoint but largely expected 

• 1Q16: Way too early to tell since we don’t know where mgmt’s head is at 

 

P: TIMING THE LONG 

This is largely a mgmt story at this point, and we hate those.  We don’t see the need to try bottom tick the stock 
when mgmt commentary (e.g. lack of clear direction) could easily drive the stock lower. 

RATHER WAIT THEN TRY TO CATCH THE BOTTOM 
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PLEASE REACH OUT WITH ANY QUESTIONS, OR TO DISCUSS FURTHER 
  

HESHAM SHAABAN, CFA 
INTERNET & MEDIA 

203-562-6500 
hshaaban@hedgeye.com 

mailto:hshaaban@hedgeye.com
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